
Abstract
The objective of this paper is to define a minimum number
of configurations for testing the configurable modules that
interface the global interconnect and the logic cells of
SRAM-based FPGAs. In usual SRAM-based FPGAs,
Configurable Interface Modules (CIMs) can be found
between the global interconnect and inputs of the logic
cells (Input CIMs) or between output of the logic cells and
the global interconnect (Output CIMs). It is demonstrated
that an input CIM that connects Nin segments to a logic
cell input requires Nin test configurations and that an
output CIM that connects a logic cell output to Nout

segments requires 2 test configurations. Then, it is proven
that a set of Kin input CIMs can be tested in parallel
making the number of required test configurations equal
to Nin. In the same way, a set of  Kout output CIMs is shown
to require only 2 test configurations if Nout > Kout. Finally,
it is shown that the complete mXm array of logic cells with
Kin input CIMs and Kout output CIMs can be tested with
only Nin test configurations using the XOR tree and shift
register structures.

1. Introduction

Field  Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) combine
the flexibility of mask programmable gate arrays with the
convenience of field programmability [1-2]. In such a
programmable circuit, a matrix of logic modules and
interconnection elements can be configured in the field to
implement a desired designed function. Because of their
short turnaround time and programmability in the field,
they have been widely used for rapid prototyping or
reconfiguration of complex digital systems.

Testing of these chips has only recently been addressed
[3-23]. In the published works, different aspects have been
addressed. As an example, Inoue and al. address the
problem of testing look-up table in [11], Huang and al.
address the problem of testing the configurable logic in
[18], Abramovici and al. focus on BIST for FPGA in
[15,16,17] and Lombardi and al. focus on diagnosis in
[19]. The authors have proposed a test procedure for the
global interconnect of SRAM-based FPGAs in [4,5], for
the configurable logic cells in [6,7] and for the LUT/RAM
modules in [8,9].

The work presented in this paper concerns the test of
the configurable modules interfacing the global
interconnect and the logic cells. In usual SRAM-based
FPGAs, Configurable Interface Modules (CIM s) can be
found between Nin segments of the global interconnect and
inputs of the logic cells (Input CIMs) or between output of
the logic cells and Nout segments of the global interconnect
(Output CIMs). In this paper, they are assumed to be
implemented with FPGA multiplexers or simply with pass
transistors but the results can be easily extended to any
type of such FPGA interface module. The problem of
testing CIMs has been investigated by Michinishi in [12]
and Ashen in [20]. The complexity  in terms of test
configurations of the solution proposed in [12] is
2mN+18m+5N+6, m being the size of the FPGA
configurable cell array (mXm) and N (N=Nin=Nout) being
the number of segments in the global interconnect. The
solution proposed in [20] is more oriented to PLDs like
the Altera Flex family and targets the complete circuit
resulting in an important number of test configurations.
The authors have proposed a solution targeting only the
input CIMs implemented with multiplexers [10]. The
objective of this paper is to propose a general solution
targeting the complete set of input and output CIMs.

Taking into account the FPGA configurability, a test
procedure consists in successively configuring the FPGA
using the configuration input then applying a test
sequence using the operating inputs. A typical test
procedure for FPGA includes a few tens of configurations
with their associated test sequences. It is of prime
importance to note that a FPGA configuration corresponds
to a very long sequence of bits serially entered in the
FPGA. Consequently, the FPGA configuration process is
an excessively time-consuming process to such a point
that only one configuration can be equivalent in test time
to the application of a few hundred of thousand vectors. In
such a condition, it is clear that the number of FPGA
configurations must be minimized. Consequently, the
objective of this paper is to define a minimum set of test
configurations targeting the configurable modules
interfacing the global configurable interconnect and the
configurable logic cells of a SRAM-based FPGA. In
section 2, the problem of testing isolated input or output
CIM is considered. It is shown that the number of test
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configurations is Nin for an input CIM connecting Nin

segments to a logic cell and that the number of test
configurations is 2 for an output CIM connecting a logic
cell to Nout segments . In section 3, the problem of testing a
set of Kin input and Kout output CIMs around a configurable
logic cell is considered. It is demonstrated that the CIMs
can be tested in parallel implying that the required number
of test configurations is equal to Nin for the input CIMs
and to 2 for the output CIMs if Kout < Nout. In section 4, the
test of the complete mXm array of CIMs is studied. Using
the concept of one-dimensional array, a particular cascade
of logic cell is proposed in order to form XOR trees and
shift register. In such conditions, the test of the complete
mXm array is shown to require only Nin test
configurations. Finally, section 5 concludes the work with
an example of application to the XILINX 4000 family.

2. An isolated CIM

The core of SRAM-based FPGA appears as a two
dimensional array in which mXm logic cells can be
configured to implement user defined combinatorial as
well as sequential logic functions. These configurable
logic cells are separated by a configurable interconnection
network. Figure 1 illustrates this mXm two dimensional
array with m=3. In figure 1, a set of Kin=2 input CIMs and
Kout=2 output CIMs interface each configurable logic cell
with Nin=Nout=3 segments in the global interconnect.

Figure 1 : The set of CIMs

Figure 2 : CIM implementations
An input CIM can be implemented with a multiplexer

or pass transistors as illustrated in Figure 2. An input CIM
implemented with a multiplexer interconnecting Nin

segments requires nin=log2N
in configuration bits for the

multiplexer address. An input CIM implemented with pass
transistors interconnecting Nin segments requires Nin

configurations bits for the transistor control.  Figure 2 also
shows that output CIMs are implemented with pass
transistors.

This section is dedicated to the test of an isolated CIM.
For a given CIM implementation, we assume that test
configurations and test vectors are defined targeting a
given fault model.

Multiplexer-based input CIM : We consider here an
input CIM implemented with a multiplexer as illustrated
in figure 3 with Nin=4. In a usual FPGA representation, the
address bits of such multiplexer are not represented
because they are connected to SRAM cells that store the
FPGA configuration. Assuming now the stuck-at fault
model on the multiplexer inputs and output, it has been
demonstrated that Nin test configurations and 2 test vectors
for each configuration are required [6,7]. As a matter of
fact, for a nin address bits multiplexer, the exhaustive
number of configurations Nin=2nin is required while only
the XOR and XNOR test vectors are required. As another
example, we consider a functional fault model on the
multiplexer of figure 3 [18]. It has been demonstrated that
the same number of  configurations Nin=2nin  is required.
But in this case, more than 2 test vectors for each
configuration are required. Note that for SRAM-based
FPGAs, the key point is the number of test configurations
which is the same Nin=2nin  whatever the assumed fault
model. Consequently, the following demonstrations are
given considering a number Nin=2nin of test configurations
for a n address bit multiplexer whatever the considered
fault model.

Figure 3: Test of a multiplexer-implemented
input CIM

Pass-transistor-based input CIM: We consider here
an input CIM implemented with pass transistors as
illustrated in figure 4 with Nin=4.

Figure 4: Test of a pass transistor-implemented
input CIM

In case of transistor the most usual fault models are the
stuck-ON and stuck-OFF. It is obvious that the number of
required test configurations is equal to Nin for these fault
models. One configuration is required per pass transistor.
Note that for SRAM-based FPGAs, the key point is the
number of test configurations which is the same Nin

whatever the implementation (multiplexer or pass
transistor) and whatever the assumed fault model (stuck-at
or functional). Consequently, the following
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demonstrations are given considering a number Nin of test
configurations for an input CIM connecting Nin segments.

Pass-transistor-based output CIM: We consider
here an output CIM implemented with pass transistors as
illustrated in figure 5 with Nout=4. As previously we
consider the stuck-ON and stuck-OFF fault models. Using
these fault models, only 2 test configurations are required.
Each transistor must be ‘ON’ in one of the configurations
and ‘OFF’ in the other configuration as illustrated in
figure 5.

Figure 5: Test of a pass transistor-implemented
output CIM

3. A set of CIMs

This section is dedicated to the test of a set of input and
output CIMs around a configurable logic cell. Figure 6
gives an example of configurable logic cell with a set of
Kin=3 input CIMs and Kout=2 output CIMs. In this
example, the number of segments is the same for the
inputs and ouputs Nin=Nout=4. In figure 6, the configurable
logic cell is assumed to have the structure illustrated in
figure 3 with a combinatorial output and a sequential
output.

The set of input CIMs: According to the previous
section, each input CIM requires Nin=4 test configurations.
These input CIMs are assumed to be controlled by the
input segments. Figure 6 clearly shows that they must be
observed through the configurable logic cell. In the
example of figure 6, the logic cell has 3 inputs (I1, I2 and
I3) and 2 outputs (O1 and O2). Two inputs and one output
are connected to the combinatorial part of the logic cell
and one input and one output are connected to the
sequential part. Obviously, the logic cell is configurable
and so in test mode, the combinatorial and the sequential
functions can be chosen to guarantee the observability of
the complete set of input CIMs.

Figure 6: A set of input and output CIMs
Figure 7 gives an example where the combinatorial

function of the cell is configured to implement the XOR
function and the sequential function is configured to
implement a simple flip-flop. It is absolutely obvious that
the XOR function properties make observable any of its

inputs i.e. any of the input CIMs. In the same way, the
input CIM of the sequential part is fully observable after a
top of the clock signal.

By configuring the logic cell with combinational or
sequential functions that guarantee the observability of the
input CIMs, these input CIMs can be tested in parallel. As
an example, figure 7.a represents the 3 input CIMs in the
first test configuration and figure 7.b in the second test
configuration. Due to the parallel test, the number of
required test configurations for the input CIMs of figure 7
is equal to Nin=4.

Figure 7.a: 1st test configuration

Figure 7.b: 2nd test configuration

Figure 7: Parallel test of input and output CIMs

The set of output CIMs According to the previous
section, each output CIM requires only 2 test
configurations. For a set of Kout output CIMs, the only
constraint is because different output CIMs must be
connected to different segments in order  to avoid shorts.
From a more theoretical point of view, we define Kout

disjoint subsets of segments among the Nout segments
assuming that Kout < Nout (which is always the case in
practice). Then each cell output is connected to a subset of
segments. As an example in figure 7, we define Kout=2
subsets of segments among the Nout=4 segments. Then, the
cell output O1 is connected to subset1 and output O2 to
subset2 in the first test configuration of figure 7.a. In the
second test configuration of figure 7.b, the cell output O1

is connected to subset2 and the output O2 to subset1.
Finally, it appears that only 2 test configurations are
require for the complete set of Kout output CIMs.

From the previous paragraph, it results that the total
number of test configurations for a set of input and output
CIMs is determined by the input CIMs because they
require Nin=4 test configurations while the ouput CIMs
require only 2 test configurations. This is true when
Kout<Nou t  which corresponds to most FPGAs in practice.
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4. The mXm array of CIMs

This section is dedicated to the test of all the CIMs in
the circuit i.e. the mXm array of set of CIMs. A very
trivial approach consists in proposing to connect each
logic cell with its surrounding input and output CIMs to
primary inputs and outputs i.e. to IO pads. Looking for
this optimal solution, it rapidly appears that actual FPGA
do not have enough I/O pads to control and observe every
set of CIMs in the array: actual FPGA have around 8m I/O
pads and mXm modules [1,2,24]. Due to the limited
number of I/O pads, a very usual and practical solution
consists in forming m one-dimensional arrays of m
interconnected modules as represented in figure 8 with
m=3.

Figure 8: One-dimensional arrays
In the configuration of figure 8, the output of a given

module is connected to an input of the following one.
Each module is also connected to a set of primary inputs
that are common to every module in the FPGA. Of course,
the input of the first left most module is also a primary
input, and the output of the last right most module is a
primary output. This practical solution does not require
many I/O pads, and has been used by many authors [4-
12,18-21]. It must be clear that this solution requires less
I/O pads but the fundamental problem is the
controllability of the ‘embedded’ module through the
preceding ones and the observability through the
following ones. Figure 9 gives an example of a one
dimensional array of 3 logic cells of figure 7. This
example clearly illustrates the local connections between
the combinatorial and sequential outputs of a given logic
cell with the input CIMs of the following logic cell.

Figure 9: XOR cascade & pseudo-shift register
Using the principle of figure 9, the one-dimensional

array includes a cascade of XOR functions and in parallel
a cascade of flip-flops. Each XOR function receives the
output of the previous XOR function and a set of common
inputs. Due to the properties of the XOR function, it is
clear that each CIM in the cascade of XOR is fully

controllable and observable. Similarly, each flip-flop
receives the output of the previous flip-flop forming a
shift register. Due to the properties of the shift register,
each CIM in the cascade of flip-flop is fully controllable
and observable.

The one dimensional array of figure 9 covers one
among the Nin=4 test configurations of each input CIM
and covers one among the 2 test configurations of each
output CIM. It is easy to imagine exactly the same
structure with a permutation of the test configurations.
This small example illustrates that the total number of  test
configuration is consequently equal to Nin for the complete
mXm array of CIMs.

5. Application and Conclusion

a) Set of CIMs

b) Exemple of test configuration

Figure 10: Xilinx 4000 va lidation
This paper deals with the problem of minimizing the

number of configurations to test the Configurable
Interface Modules located between the global interconnect
and the logic cells. It has been demonstrated that an input
CIM connecting Nin segments to the logic cell requires Nin

test configurations whatever the implementation and
whatever the assumed fault model. An output CIM
connecting the logic cell to Nout segments requires only 2
test configurations. It has also been demonstrated that a
set of Kin input CIMs and kout output CIMs around a
configurable logic cell can be tested in parallel by
adequately configuring the function of the logic cell.
Using the XOR combinatorial function or the latch
sequential function, the complete set of  CIMs requires
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only Nin test configurations. Finally, using the concept of
one-dimensional array, m logic cells are cascaded to form
XOR trees or shift registers. Due to the properties of these
cascaded structures, the test of the complete mXm array of
set of CIMs requires only Nin test configurations.

This approach has been validated on an example of
SRAM-based FPGA: the 4000 XILINX family [24]. The
configurable logic cell (CLB) of the XILINX 4000 family
illustrated in figure 10.a includes Kin=13 input CIMs and
Kout=4 output CIMs. Each input CIM is connected to
Nin=12 segments that belong to a set of 8 single-length
lines, 4 double-length lines. For the sake of clarity, this 12
segments do not include the global long lines, that would
make the example much more complex. Anyway, the
basic principle with the global long lines would remain
similar. Consequently, the set of CIMs can be tested in
Nin=12 test configurations. Figure 10.b gives an example
of test configuration implemented on the XILINX 4000.
The configurable logic cell are cascaded to form one-
dimensional horizontal arrays of XOR functions or latch.
The segments are connected through the switch matrix
(PSM) to form the common lines. On the XILINX 4000
example, the test of the complete array of CIMs requires
only Nin=12 test configurations independently of the
number of CIM and independently of the size mXm of the
array.
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